
Compound Emergency Sanctuary Solicitation 

Questions/Answer 

1. CES Scope of Work 2.8.3.3, states to submit resumes for all proposed team personnel. What 

positions are required for submission? 

Ans: For all personnel who will work on this project. 

 

2. Is there a requirement for minimum number of US persons on the construction team? 

Ans: No 

 

3. Solicitation letter states that proposal must be submitted in sealed envelope, SOW appears to 

suggest electronic submission.  Can proposal be submitted electronically? 

 

4. Are bonds required? 

 

5. Is there a requirement for cleared personnel? If so, to what level? 

 

Ans: There is no security clearance requirement for this project.  

 

6. Will CPM construction schedule be accepted to show sequence of events? 

Ans: Yes, the CPM construction schedule is one of the requirement.  

 

7. Reference: 4.1.1.5 Gypsum Drywall Specification. Section 09841 – Acoustical Wall Panels, Part 1 

– General, 1.1. Summary, A,  1 Back-mounted acoustical wall panels including FWP-1 and FWP-2. 

 Please confirm which of the panels should be used. 
Ans: in lieu of the Attachment Appendix-5, the below attachment applicable. 
 

Appendix-5 Dry 
wall Spec.pdf

 

8. Reference: 4.1.1.3 – Steel structure design  and 4.1.1.7 – Installation design drawings stamped 

by a Professional Engineer. With reference to, Appendix 1. Steel Wall Detail Sample. 

 Please confirm, Appendix 1. Steel Wall Detail Sample, is only to be used as a guide, and that a 
Design is required for the steel structure, and has to be stamped by a Professional Engineer. 
 
Ans: Yes, Appendix 1 is only a guidance. The contractor should submit installation design 
stamped by PE. 

 

9. Reference: Appendix 4. FEBR Door Specification Hardware Assembly – each Door is equipped as 

following: b. (2) Forced Entry Locks (Adams Rite 1850S w/ 15tt Thumbturns) 

 The final page in the FEBR Door Specification is a cut sheet of Simplex L100 Series Lock. Is it the 
intention to install a Simplex L100 Series Lock in each door, as well as the Adams Rite 1850S w/ 
15tt Thumbturns, or just the Simplex Lock. 



 
Ans: Yes, Simplex and Thumb-turn lock, both are the requirement. 

 

10. Reference: 4.2.6 Paint. See attachment document for detail specification. 

 No document was included in the package. Please provide. 
 

Ans: See the below attachment for the paint spec. 

Paint Spec..pdf

 
 

11. Reference: 4.3.1.4 Core appropriate holes in roof to accommodate supply and exhaust piping. 

 Please provide details. 
 

Ans: in lieu of core hole, there is existing air conditioning ducts to the CES room and return air 
grill. This duct and return air grill should be protected in order to maintain the integrity of the 
wall’s FE/BR protection. Welded wire fabric (WWF) 4 x 4 W2.9 x W2.9, or equivalent material 
spaced at a maximum of 100 mm on center each way should be used.  A duct inspection hatch 
should be provided on the protected side of the penetration. 

  

12. Reference: 4.3.3.8 Exterior building walls will be finished, primed and painted to match existing. 

 Please provide paint type and color code. 
 

Ans: Please refer to the answer for Q. 10 
 

13. Reference: 4.3.4.6 Weld each steel plate to the 5 in. leg of a 5 x 3 x 1/4 in. (125 x 75 x 6 mm) 

continuous steel angle at the floor and ceiling slab. Appendix -1 Steel wall sample detail - 4'' x 4'' 

Steel Tube 4' spacing Anchored to floor and ceiling. 

 Please confirm which the correct description is. 
 

Ans:  Both statements are correct. The first one on the SOW 4.3.4.3 refers to the precision on 
welding of steel plates on the floor and ceiling slab. The second one, Appendix-1, refers to the 
spacing distance between steel tubes i.e. 4’ and the steel tubes should be anchored to the floor 
and ceiling slab as per the design spec. 

 

14.Reference: 4.3.4.9  Interior building walls will be finished off with drywall and primed and painted to 

match existing.Please provide paint type and color code. 

Ans:  Please refer to the answer for Q. 10 
 


